Weekday: Makaha and Kapolei to Honolulu

**Route C CountryExpress! ZOOM** 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

**Effective 6/2/24**

Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols

**Westbound:**
- To Makaha Beach: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
- To Nanakuli/Farrington: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

**Eastbound:**
- To Ala Moana Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
- To Kalihi Transit Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
- To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomahala: COUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION
- To Honokai Hale: COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE

**Note:**
- L - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier
- **Bold** indicates PM service.
- Schedule to change without notice.
- All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.

**ZOOM**

Zoom allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a **Zoom Point**. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. **Zoom** rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

**NOTE:** Numbers next to timepoints are **HEA** (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
**Route C CountryExpress!**  **ZOOM**  **6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.**  **Effective 6/2/24**

**Weekday:** Honolulu to Kapolei and Makaha

### Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols

- **Westbound:**
  - To Makaha Beach: **C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAH A**
  - To Nanakuli/Farrington: **C COUNTRY EXPRESS! N A N A K U L I**

- **Eastbound:**
  - To Ala Moana Center: **C COUNTRY EXPRESS! A LA M O A N A**
  - To Kalihi Transit Center: **C COUNTRY EXPRESS! K A L I H I T R A N S I T C T R**
  - To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomohala: **COUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION**
  - To Honokai Hale: **C COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE**

- **L** - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier

**Zoom** allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a **Zoom Point**. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. **Zoom** rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

### NOTE
- Numbers next to timepoints are **HEA** (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
Route C CountryExpress!  ZOOM*  6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.  

Effective 6/2/24

Saturday: Makaha and Kapolei to Honolulu

Z O O M

Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols

Westbound:
To Makaha Beach:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
To Nanakuli/Farrington:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

Eastbound:
To Ala Moana Center:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
To Kalihi Transit Center:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomalah:  COIUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION
To Honokai Hale:  COUNTRY EXPRESS!  HONOKAI HALE

Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

L - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier

Bold indicates PM service.
Schedule to change without notice.
All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.

Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols

Westbound:
To Makaha Beach:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
To Nanakuli/Farrington:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

Eastbound:
To Ala Moana Center:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
To Kalihi Transit Center:  C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomalah:  COIUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION
To Honokai Hale:  COUNTRY EXPRESS!  HONOKAI HALE

Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

NOTE - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers.  Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
**Route C CountryExpress! ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.**

**Effective 6/2/24**

**Saturday: Honolulu to Kapolei and Makaha**

**Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols**

**Westbound:**
- To Makaha Beach: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
- To Nanakuli/Farrington: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

**Eastbound:**
- To Ala Moana Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
- To Kalihi Transit Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
- To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomahala: COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
- To Honokai Hale: COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE

**NOTE** - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.

---

**ZOOM**

Zoom allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a *Zoom Point*. From the *zoom point* on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. *Zoom* rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

**NOTE** - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
**Route C CountryExpress! ZOOM**

**Sunday: Makaha and Kapolei to Honolulu**

**ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.**

Effective 6/2/24

| A       | B       | C       | D       | E       | F       | G       | H       | I       | J       | K       | L       | M       | N       |
|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|---------|
| 4:00a   | 4:04a   | 4:08a   | 4:11a   | 4:22a   | 4:32a   | 4:52a   | 5:00a   | 5:07a   | 5:11a   | 5:32a   | 6:00a   | 6:07a   | 6:11a   | 6:11a   |
| 4:50a   | 5:53a   | 6:00a   | 6:04a   | 6:11a   | 6:22a   | 6:32a   | 6:52a   | 7:00a   | 7:07a   | 7:11a   | 7:32a   | 8:00a   | 8:07a   | 8:11a   |

**Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols**

- **Westbound:**
  - To Makaha Beach: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
  - To Nanakuli/Farrington: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

- **Eastbound:**
  - To Ala Moana Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
  - To Kalihi Transit Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
  - To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomohala: COUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION
  - To Honokai Hale: COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE

L - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier

**Zoom** allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a **Zoom Point**. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

**NOTE** - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
Route C CountryExpress! ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Effective 6/2/24

Sunday: Honolulu to Kapolei and Makaha

Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols

Westbound:
To Makaha Beach: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
To Nanakuli/Farrington: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

Eastbound:
To Ala Moana Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
To Kalihi Transit Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomahala: COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
To Honokai Hale: COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE

L - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier

Bold indicates PM service.
Schedule to change without notice.
All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.

ZOOM*
Zoom allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a Zoom Point. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

NOTE - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
State Holiday: Makaha and Kapolei to Honolulu

Effective 6/2/24

Route C CountryExpress! ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.

Westbound:
To Makaha Beach: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKAHA
To Nanakuli/Farrington: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

Eastbound:
To Ala Moana Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
To Kalihi Transit Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomohala: COUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION
To Honokai Hale: COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE

L - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier

Bold indicates PM service.
Schedule to change without notice.
All buses are lift and bicycle rack equipped.

ZOOM* allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a Zoom Point. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

NOTE - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.
Route C CountryExpress! ZOOM* 6:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Effective 6/2/24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Holiday: Honolulu to Kapolei and Makaha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Route C CountryExpress! Destination Signs & Symbols**

**Westbound:**
- To Makaha Beach: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! MAKIKA
- To Nanakuli/Farrington: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! NANAKULI

**Eastbound:**
- To Ala Moana Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! ALA MOANA
- To Kalihi Transit Center: C COUNTRY EXPRESS! KALIHI TRANSIT CTR
- To Kualakai Pkwy/Hoomohala: COUNTRY EXPRESS! UH WEST OAHU STATION
- To Honokai Hale: COUNTRY EXPRESS! HONOKAI HALE

L - Starts at Lawaia/Makau 4 minutes earlier

**Zoom**
Zoom allows some bus routes at designated times of the day to run early from a specified timepoint, called a Zoom Point. From the zoom point on, the bus will service all designated Route C bus stops along the route, transporting passengers as safely, quickly and efficiently as possible. Zoom rules will only apply between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m.

**NOTE** - Numbers next to timepoints are HEA (Honolulu Estimated Arrival) stop numbers. Go to the HEA website at http://hea.thebus.org.